Lindbergs hus - The green student house
Concept development of renovation of existing house!
Tórshavn, Faeroe Islands!
62°01′00″N 6°46′00″W!

!
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Project description!
The house is a typical Faeroese typehus with a simple rectilinear
form, rectangular windows, a pitched roof and an uninsulated loft. It
stands in a quite large garden that is oriented to the southeast, and
there is a small river that runs past the site to the south. The house
is a part of a larger residential area that consists mostly of similar
single-detached houses.!
!
The existing house has concrete walls and a roof
construction made of timber rafters with tie beams. It is poorly
insulated, especially in the cellar and beneath the foundation, and it
is heated for the moment with parrafin in a newer oven in the cellar.
The site is narrow, and there is not a lot of space beside the house.!
!
The background for the rehabilitation is that the house will
become a new student home for students that are involved in many
different projects with an environmental focus at the local university
(Fróðskaparsetur Føroya). There will live approximately 4-5
students and possibly some researchers in the house. It is intended
that students will live here for one semester at a time.!
!
The rehabilitation has some important overall objectives.
The house’s role as a student home entails that initiatives must take
as a point of departure a holistic ecological profile. As many of the
existing materials as possible are therefore retained and re-used. As
little new concrete is used as possible, and therefore existing
openings in the concrete walls are re-used and extended on the
south façade and in the cellar but never infilled.!
!
The home has an advantageous point of departure in
terms of plan solution and space. The house is already quite large in
relation to use area, and therefore it is not extended further with the
exception of a greenhouse and external vindfang. Because of the
many different projects with varying area requirements that future
students could proceed with in the house, the cellar’s open plan is
retained with undefined qualities. A new stair connects the first level
and socle level, and it separates the space in the cellar and creates
two clear workplaces on each side that can otherwise be furnished
according to individual needs.!
!
A new greenhouse with two levels is built out from the
new wood construction on the south façade. The area is adaptive
and can be used to extend the growing season as well as a halfopen space between inside and outside for large parts of the year.
Open steps connect the levels inside the greenhouse. A new
uninsulated entrance room (Nor. vindfang) is built out on the north
side on top of the existing external stair. The vindfang and
greenhouse create protective half-climatised areas against cold
winter winds.!
!
It is tight up to the neighbouring site on both sides of the
house. On the east side there is high vegetation up against the site
boundary, while it is relatively empty on the west side. Therefore a
balcony is built out that stretches around the house on the south
and west façade. The existing vegetation is retained on the west
side.!
!
The renovation is subordinate to the existing building, the
residential area and Faeroese building traditions in relation to
design. The new changes make use of local building traditions
without use of clichés or visual mimicry.!

The original house. Above left: The south façade seen from the garden. Above
right: The south façade. Below left: The river Rættará that runs past the site
seen from the garden. Below right: From the living room on the first level.!

Original elevation, north!

New elevation, north!

Façade, north, first concept sketch

!

Rehabilitation initiatives!
Original elevation, east

Original elevation, south

• Outside rooms: An unheated greenhouse/outdoor room is built
out on the south side in two levels. The greenhouse is placed on
the east side of the original house so that both levels receive
access to morning sunlight that would have otherwise been
shaded by the balcony. The greenhouse consists of a simple
timber and glass construction, and it does not have active heating.
Greenhouses overheat easily in warm climate areas because of
the passive solar gain, but in the Faeroese climate it should be
possible to dwell comfortably in such a room over large parts of
the year. The windows in the roof can be opened in the summer
for ventilation. There are windows that can be opened low and
high up on the walls in both levels to create air movements and
thermally driven ventilation. Passive solar heat that is captured in
the greenhouse can possibly be led into the house through wall
vents.!
• A balcony is built out on the south side in connection with the
greenhouse. Timber columns bear edge beams; wooden joists
span between the edge beam and the new light timber walls.!

New elevation, east!

New elevation, south!

!

Original elevation, west

• In the garden:!
-New plant beds are laid. There is at least one keyhold bed for each
student that lives in the house. Here vegetables and other edible
plants are grown. !
-Berry bushes and other perennial shrubs and trees are planted
everywhere in the garden.!
-A new free-standing building (approximately 25 m2) can be built in
the garden as an apartment, ecocycle house, workshop or freestanding greenhouse depending on current needs and student
projects.

New elevation, west!
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New plan, first level!

Original plan, first level!

Original plan, socle level!

A!

• Plan solution:!
The separated bathroom and wc are combined into one bathroom.
The bedroom in the northeast is extended and receives a second
window that was previously in the bathroom. The loft ladder is
removed. The bedroom in the southeast receives a second window
on the east side.!
!
The ceiling is partly removed to open up the loft roof plane
above the living room. The tie beams become visible and endow the
room with interesting qualities. The insulated roof plane is used to
create a loft room. There are only two existing windows in the loft
and the roof height is low, and this solution entails that this room will
be illuminated without needing to change the windows extensively.
The loft level becomes useful as a sleeping place for visitors, a
storage area or another workplace.!
!
A new stair connects the socle level and the first level.
The open plan solution is retained on the socle level because it is
easy to adapt such an area to many different student projects when
the room is used for workshops. A slightly more private apartment
with its own entrance, kitchen corner and bathroom is built out on
the socle level for a researcher, temporary visitors to the house or
possibly another student.

New plan, socle level!

A!

1 Entrance room (Nor. Vindfang)!
2 Corridor!
3 Bathroom !
4 Bedroom/student room!
5 Living room!
6 Kitchen!
7 Balcony!
8 Greenhouse!
9 Stair down to cellar and up to loft!
10 Workshops!
11 Technical room!
12 Socle apartment with own entrance!
13 Covered terrace (without ground cover)

Detail section A-A
Connections between additions and the house’s main volume
are not shown in the drawing
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1 Foundation:!
Dry stones as scole panels before insulation (alternatively woodwool cement plates)!
Exterior re-insulation with foam glass plates, 100 mm !

!

2 Cellar floor:!
Wood floor, floating!
Moisture barrier!
Inner insulation (pressure-tolerant mineral wool), 100 mm!
Eksisting concrete cover!
Aggregate (isolating and capillary-breaking layer)!

!

New edge insulation between socle walls and concrete cover to
break cold bridge, foam glass plates, 100 mm

3 Outer wall:!
Inner wood cladding, lime lye treatment, 22 mm (possibly re-used
gypsum plates)!
Existing studs, 25 mm x 50 mm!
Existing mineral wool, 50 mm!
Existing concrete, 200 mm!
Air column, 50 mm!
Breather membrane!
New wood construction, 200 mm, untreated wood, attached to
concrete wall with galvanised ties to establish gap (48 mm x 198
mm studs or 48 mm x 98 mm studs cross-laid)!
Sheep’s wool, 200 mm!
Wood fibre plate, wax-covered, porous, 13 mm!
Ventilated air column, 50 mm!
Wood lathes, standing, 50 mm x 25 mm!
Re-used corrugated iron plates / Horizontal wood cladding on the
lower part, untreated

4 Roof:!
Grass laid on top of the existing corrugated iron, 150 mm earth and
grass!
Existing corrugated iron plates as sub-roof (Nor. undertak)!
Cross lathes, 50 x 50 mm!
Existing lathes, 50 x 25 mm!
Wood fibre plate, wax coverd, porous, 13 mm!
New roof rafters, added externally (Nor. påfôrt), 50 x 175 mm!
Existing roof rafters, 50 x 125 mm, trimmed at the overhang where it
is necessary against the top sill of the new external wall!
Thermal insulation, sheep’s wool, 300 mm!
Wood fibre plate, hard, 20 mm!
Inner wood cladding, lime lye treatment, 22 mm!

!

Existing 2x 25x125 mm tie beams

Additional insulation (Nor. Etterisolering)

Original construction lacking insulation
with considerable heat losses

Detaljsnitt av opprinnelige konstruksjoner!

Additional insulation externally establishes a continual insulation layer
around the house. Cold bridges are reduced and the heat loss is less.

• Additional insulation and energy
efficiency: The outer walls are re-insulated
with 200 mm of external insulation. The socle
is re-insulated with 200 mm of insulation in
the outer walls and 100 mm beneath the
floor. The roof plane is re-insulated with 300
mm insulation. Local sheep’s wool is used as
insulation material.!
!
External re-insulation is preferable
because it is less demanding both in terms of
moisture technical properties and energy in a
long-term perspective (Brandt et al., 2009, p.
173). It is especially possible to achieve better
thermal results around windows with this
solution. The only means to prevent moisture
problems with adding additional insulation
internally is a tight moisture barrier, which in
practice can be difficult to implement and is an
initiative that is dependent upon non-renewable
plastic products. The disadvantage with adding
extra insulation externally are that is requires
quite a lot of digging to re-insulate the
foundation, but in this case it is less
problematic since there is no high vegetation
directly up against the existing house.

The windows in the cellar are replaced with
new energy windows with at least 2 layers of
glass (possibly 3 layers of glass).!
!
All windows are moved forth towards
to the walls’ outer surface thus that they stand
in the middle of the new insulation layer in the
new wood construction.!
!
The roof construction is built up as a
cold roof with ventilated sub-roof (Nor. sutak).
The existing corrugated iron cladding is reused to bear the new layer of turf. Moisture that
moves itself out into the roof construction from
within is removed by ventilation of the column
between the insulation and the sub-roof.
Because of the wind pressure new lathes are
laid under the corrugated iron to make
ventilation thwart over the roof plane possible.
The new roof construction is diffusion-open (in
comparison to the outer walls).!
!
Solar collectors are laid on the roof
to warm up water and space. The energy input
is largest during the summer.

Rehabilitation of the ecologically conscious student house!
Ecological concept
Ecological elements:!
Re-use and recycling:!
Re-use of existing buildings and building components is always the initiative
that entails the smallest environmental impact (Morgan & Stevenson, 2005). !
If it is undesirable for some reason to re-use an existing building, the loadbearing construction should be re-used. If that is not possible, the building
should be deconstructed for material recycling or re-use to the highest degree
(Sassi, 2006, p. 158). In this house the original materials are re-used to the
highest possible degree. The building’s load-bearing concrete construction
remains and insulation is added. The existing roof rafters and the floor joists in
the floor separator represent stored carbon, and they are re-used in the
rehabilitation. The existing corrugated iron on the roof is re-used as a sub-roof
for a new green roof, and the corrugated iron on the walls is re-used also as
an external cladding outside the new insulation layer. In the rehabilitation
process all other materials that are still in an acceptable state are recycled
and re-used.!

!

Expression of ecological processes:!
The renovation of the house and the garden is designed to express ecological
processes and to make them visible. Without positive connections to buildings
and places people hardly take responsibility or maintain them over time
(Kellert, 2008, p. 40). Such positive connections are not least ecologically
relevant, because research shows that environmentally desirable behaviour is
affected by positive feelings towards the unbuilt environment in one’s
surroundings (Joye, 2007).!
!
The house’s role as a home for students is expressed with the
many ecologically conscious rehabilitation initiatives that contribute to educate
those that dwell in the house about the basic principles of ecological building,
especially in the context of renovation. The completed initiatives can be
illustrated and put on the walls inside as information signs. The house itself
becomes therewith an example of advantageous environment conditions.!
!
Plants are everywhere in the house, especially in the living room,
in the new greenhouse and on the balconies outside. They take advantage of
all of the different microclimates that are created with the new constructions.
Plants in the garden show most clearly the passing of the seasons with cycles
of growth and rest, and their flourishing and withering becomes an apparent
part of consciousness at this place. Food gardens become an integrated part
of the garden.!
!
The site’s advantageous location at the edge of the river Rættará
gives a unique possibility for direct contact with water. This possibility is
exploited by facilitating an outside room that is sheltered from the wind by
plants up against the existing fence where one can sit for a moment and listen
to the water. Rainwater can potentially be captured in the garden in small
ponds, perhaps as a part of a student project.!
!
The house’s design creates experiences of prospect and refuge.
The views from the bedrooms on the south side and from the workshops into
the greenhouse give rise to a feeling of protection and reservedness,
especially when it rains hard outside, while one receives an unhindered view
from the living room and greenhouse into the garden and out over the western
part of the city.!
!
The new exits from the living room and the workshops into the
greenhouse make it a natural part of life in the house to wander out into the
garden and tend to the plants after the rain showers have passed.

!

Materials:!
!
-Use of recycled materials!
!
-Use of local materials (e.g. sheep’s wool as insulation)!
!
-No chemical treatments or harmful surface treatments contribute
!
to create a healthy inner climate! !
!
!
!
-Materials and constructions that are easily repaired or replaced!
!
-Simple, durable new constructions that are moisture-secure!

!

Water:!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

-Rainwater can be collected from the greenhouse roof!
-Plant societies capture and use rainwater in the garden and lead
it further through the water cycle! !
-Access to the river up against the fence!
-A green roof captures rainwater and contributes to control surface
flow in the urban landscape!

Nutrients:!
!
-Compost is made in the garden. The finished compost is used by
!
plants in the garden and can be distributed in the neighbourhood.!
!
-New plant societies are established everywhere in the garden,
!
including perennial shrubs and berry bushes.!
!
-Green roof!
!
-Biological treatment of used greywater with plant societies is
!
evaluated.!
!
-A biological toilet is evaluated.!

!

Energy:!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

-Additional insulation of all original external constructions: 200 mm
insulation in the outer walls, 100 mm in the foundation and 300
mm in the roof!
-Cold bridges are reduced with additional insulation; air tightness
is improved with a new wind barrier!
-New energy windows in the cellar and in the loft replace the old
windows that had only one layer of glass!
-The building form is compact and is oriented optimally in relation
to the sun!
-Natural ventilation with exhause from the bathrom and kitchen!
-Use of daylight!
-Solar collectors for heating of water and possibly space!
-Greenhouse takes up solar energy that can be led into the
house!
-Wind energy on the site is evaluated; perhaps also small-scale
hydroelectricity in the river!
-A heat pump is evaluated!
-Renewable iomass that is grown in the garden can possibly be
combusted in the oven in the house!

The garden:!
!
-New plant societies establish and support diverse cycles!
!
-Plants in the garden create habitat for birds and insects!
!
-Permeable surfaces everywhere in the garden around the house!
!
-Outside rooms sheltered from the wind with varying character:
!
covered outdoor rooms in the greenhouse, a balcony that is
!
sheltered from wind and covered outdoor areas under the balcony
!
towards the open garden!
!
-Planting beds up against the existing concrete fence on the west
!
side lie sheltered from the wind but receive at the same time
!
morning sun from the east

Ecosystem services that are established on the site:!
-Plants in the garden capture, delay, filter and purify rainwater and make use of
nutrients from used water!
-Plant societies support biodiversity and pollination!
-Plants establish local nutrient and water cycles and build fertile soil!
-Food production in food gardens: growing vegetables yields food, understanding
and happiness!
-Protection against flooding (trees, plants) and securing of soil against erosion!
-Habitat!
-Storage of CO2 (trees)!
-Plants and bushes create a beneficial microclimate around the house and
contribute to dampen wind and thereby lower the energy requirement for space
heating!
-Energy production with plant societies!
-Air purification!
-Connection to place!
-Reduction of stress with a vegetated, green life environment and peaceful
sounds!
-Plants dampen noise from automobiles in the surrounding city!
-Plant societies that are established on the site have an educating value
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Hus og bøer!
Urban ecological concept

1

Humans can connect themselves to the original unbuilt elements at a place
and become a conscious part of an ecosystem only if the form and the
structure of the settlements that they build allow such interactions. The
settlement pattern with small free-standing houses that are surrounded by
productive vegetated gardens has long roots in Faeroese building traditions.
The enclosed bøer that the houses stand in are used to produce food items
and to cultivate other various useful plants. In this way human life was
supported in past times, and with this way of life people formed close
connections to the place that they lived at and the near-environment’s
qualities. Local food production and valuable entrepreneurship endow a city
society with a large degree of resilience. Resilience thinking entails that one
seeks to built flexible and adaptable instead of achieving that which over the
short term seems to be effective. Such ecologically integrated activities have
become less common today when a lot of food and other products are
imported, but the point of departure for creating local resilience is good in
Tórshavn where most homes have access to a garden area. A unique urban
way of life can emerge to create a society that is built on renewable biological
processes.!

2

4

!

3

Possible initiatives!
-Food production in the garden on all sites. The garden area is used, possibly
to support small-scale entrepreneurship in the neighbourhood.!
-Ecological processes become part of everyday life!
-Common compost!
-Communal gardens on certain sites to create possibilities to meet other
neighbours!
-Ecocycle houses in gardens!
-Education and learning, perhaps with connection to the university!
-Small-scale energy production: biomass and wind!
-The river Rættará and the area around it evolves as a green pathway (Nor.
grøntdrag) and is preserved as an important part of the city’s blue-green
infrastructure!
-Plants in the gardens can be chosen intentionally with the intention of making
the entire neighbourhood to a local botanical garden. Local species are used
wherever possible.
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Situasjonsplan!

1 Bicycle parking
2 Plant bed for water purification
3 Keyhole beds for food production
4 Compost containers protected from the sun but accessible for
neighbours
5 Windbreak of existing and new plants
6 Berry bushes
7 Planting beds; possibly hens or ducks
8 Sitting place sheltered from the wind by the river
9 Free-standing workplace, ecocycle house or apartment with
green roof (max. 25 m2)
10 Existing fence
Ecocycle house, concept. Source: Bokalders, V. & Block, M.
(2014). Byggekologi. Stockholm: Svensk Byggtjänst.!

The way forward

-Cost evaluation of relevant initiatives!
-Calculation of roof construction - it will perhaps need to be
strengthened further!
-Roof height in the cellar after additional insulation must be
controlled!
-Life-cycle analyses of proposed initiatives to determine the best
solutions!
-Evaluation of biological treatment of used greywater on the site with
plant societies, especially in relation to applicable laws!
-Control of new initatives in relation to building codes, especially in
relation to fire on the west side!
-Evaluation of feasability of solar heat and other renewable energy
sources such as wind and a heat pump!
-Mapping and identification of existing vegetation on the site and in
the neighbourhood!
-To research and design releations between individual plant
societies in the plant beds in the garden and to integrate nutrient
cycles

Solar energy in the Faeroe Islands!

!

Experience from one inhabitant with 6 m2 solar collectors on a roof
connected to water-borne heating in a house in Tórshavn shows
that energy savings of DKK 1 000 - 3 000 per year can be achieved
in relation to the oil price 2008-2009 (which is estimated to lie
around DKK 7 per L). From October to March there was nil energy
input from the solar collectors, primarily because the sun was too
low in the sky in this time of the year. The original installation cost of
the solar collector system was around DKK 80 000 - 90 000, which
is quite high and must be lowered if solar collectors are to become a
common solution in the Faeroe Islands.!

!

Vinnuháskúlin has run a solar cell array in the school area
Krákugjógv from 1. June 2007. Information on the installation and
data about collected energy production between 2007 and 2010 per
day and month can be found on the school’s website: http://
www.vh.fo/default.asp?menu=314
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